Kosmos: κόσμος
The Greek word ‘kosmos’ is our ethos in a nutshell.
It means the world, the universe, people, order
from chaos, honour and is also the name of a ﬂower.
Kosmos transcends boundaries, and connects people
from all around the world. With our shared passion for
music from across the globe – from Argentina to Japan –
we create bridges between classical and non-classical music,
and our music dances across them. All the music on this album is
arranged and composed together by us for our signature combination
of violin, viola and classical accordion. This recording is a one-oﬀ
performance, just as each and every one of our concert performances
is always novel and singular.
“Imagine everything that is great about music, the rigour of the classical
repertoire, the tunefulness of folk music, the willingness to seek out the new;
and, above all, the source of music itself, the passions of the human spirit.
That is what Kosmos is about – involving you like no other music I know. All
three musicians create something quite new and magical, something you
have to hear to believe.”
Chichester Observer
We are extremely grateful to Ian and Chris Mackenzie, Philip and
Chris Carne, Tim Lowden, Audrey and John Hamilton, Tassos Hadjicocolis,
Bogdan Vacarescu, Roy Alexander, Mick Csáky, Eleanor Thorn,
Tom Cobbe, Olivia Fane, Pete Rowan, Irene and Angus Ross,
Elaine Ferguson and MM Archer.
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Harriet MacKenzie – violin
Harriet is an international soloist and chamber
musician with Scottish roots, who has recorded
concertos with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
the English Symphony Orchestra and Orchestra
Nova to critical acclaim.
“Superbly responsive playing... faultless
technique and unfailing insight”
Gramophone Magazine

Meg-Rosaleen Hamilton – viola
Meg has a deep love of world and folk music
styles including Jewish, Romanian, Balkan,
Tango, Celtic and Middle-Eastern music. She
also plays violin with the award-winning
Klezmer and Balkan group She’Koyokh.
“Our ears tingled as Meg Hamilton spiralled
and sobbed through a wordless Jewish prayer”
The Times

Miloš Milivojević – classical accordion
Miloš is a Serbian classical accordionist, and an
Associate of the Royal Academy of Music where
he studied with a full scholarship. He has won many
international competitions as well as the Derek
Butler London Prize at the Wigmore Hall, contested
by students from all the London conservatoires.
In 2018 he released his debut classical solo album
Accord for Life on the Nimbus Label.
“A hurricane of imaginative invention”
The Times
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1. Zigeunerweisen (Gypsy Airs)

Pablo de Sarasate, 1844–1908

The passion for Gypsy music that we all share began through playing music such as
this classical work by the celebrated Spanish violin virtuoso and composer, Sarasate.
This fantasy was inspired by a collection of popular Hungarian melodies that he had
heard in 1877 when he visited Franz Liszt in Budapest. It takes the characteristic form
of the czárdás with its slow beginning and fast virtuosic ﬁnale. Like other composers
of his era, it seems Sarasate imagined Hungarian folk music to be ‘Gypsy music’ –
the music of the Roma living in Hungary. We have found that he borrowed all the
themes from songs and dances that he believed to be of Gypsy origin, exploiting his
own virtuosic stamina, including ﬁendish technical ﬁreworks, ornamentation, runs,
cadenzas, harmonics and pizzicato in both hands. Together as Kosmos, we have kept
– and even extended – the ﬁerce technical demands, democratised the melodies,
adding new harmonies and counter-melodies. Our favourite part, right in the middle,
surprises: a beautiful simple melody, Csak egy kislány van a világon (‘There’s Only
One Little Girl in the World’), almost exactly as composed a few years earlier by
the Hungarian Szentirmay Elemér (1836–1908). We dedicate this with love to the
memory of Keir Smart.

2. Theme from Schindler’s List

John Williams, b. 1932

A homage to an iconic and beautifully intense theme from the score for the ﬁlm
Schindler’s List, inspired by the improvised folk music of the Ashkenazi Jews of
Eastern Europe and expressing a mix of intense longing and loss. We dedicate this
with love to Mick Csáky.

3. Snus Mårten / Pinnacle Ridge

Swedish trad / Roger Peppe, b. 1968

The brilliant ﬁddler Roger Peppe wrote ‘Pinnacle Ridge’ as an anniversary present for
his parents. We combined this modern Scottish reel – inspired by the Cuillin mountain
range on the Isle of Skye – with a Swedish Snus Waltz, Philip Glass-style minimalism,
percussive ‘chopping’ techniques and a healthy dose of improvisation. We dedicate
this with love to the memory of Lorna Alexander.
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4. Sakura (Cherry Blossom)

Kosmos / Japanese trad

The devastation left in the wake of the 2011 tsunami in Japan moved us deeply.
We wrote and ﬁrst performed this for a concert in aid of survivors of the tsunami, in
collaboration with the Friends of Fukushima Foundation, a Chinese charity. In this
free composition, we develop a soundscape depicting the delicate natural sounds
of Japan, imagining the ephemeral beauty of the cherry blossom, the sounds of
the insects, the koto (plucked zither) and the shakuhachi (bamboo ﬂute). Feel the
power of the enormous wave, the ﬂotsam and the rubbish accumulated by the force
of the water, the sound of metal and wood grinding, the sense of utter destruction
and silence of the aftermath. We draw on the popular Japanese folk song ‘Sakura’,
which we had heard and sung in Japan. Throughout Japan’s history, cherry blossom
(‘sakura’) has represented new beginnings, a chance to reﬂect, hope, dream and
come to terms with loss. We dedicate this with love to the Archer family in memory
of Sam and Ruby Archer-Fayet.

5. Virtuozna Harmonika (Virtuoso Accordion)

Ljubiša Pavković, b. 1947

Legendary accordionist Ljubiša Pavković is hugely admired in the Balkans. For this
dazzling concert piece he drew on Serbian traditional music as well as folklore
from neighbouring regions such as the dance rhythms of the Romanian Sirba and
Bulgarian Pravo. Pavković ﬁrst composed and recorded it with the Folk Orchestra of
Radio Television of Serbia in 1977 to showcase his virtuosity. We have arranged for
strings to join the accordion, playing counter-melodies and speciﬁc ornaments
while imitating the glittering texture of the cimbalom (hammered dulcimer) with
ricochet bowing and pizzicato. We dedicate this with love to Gordana, Anton,
Oliver and Max Micic.

“Major verve and musicality... as breath-taking as it is moving...
impressive and brilliantly eﬀective”
The Herald
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6. Još ne sviće rujna zora (Red Dawn)

Vasilije Vasa Nikolić, 1822–1890

Originally a song composed by the Serbian lawyer, soldier and poet Vasilije Vasa
Nikolić, the essence of the lyrics are recited in English by Harriet, interwoven with a
Balkan-style improvisation, and followed by our emotive instrumental interpretation.
Još ne sviće rujna zora,
još ne trepti list sa gora,
ne čuje se glas slavuja,
zoru da najavi.

The red sun is still not rising.
The tree leaves are still not falling oﬀ in the mountains.
The nightingale’s song still can’t be heard
Announcing the sunrise.

Ne čuje se dah zemﬁra,
niti pesma od pastira
tišina je, svud okolo,
sve živo počiva.

The sound of axes can’t be heard
Nor the song of the shepherd.
Silence is all around.
All that lives is resting.

Neka cveta rosno cveće,
nek’ se kiti s’njim proleće
ja ga neću više brati,
jer nije za mene.

Sometimes the dewy ﬂowers bloom,
Let spring adorn itself with them I won’t pluck it anymore
Because it’s not for me.

Ja ga neću više brati,
jer ga nemam kome dati,
kome sam ga darivao,
zemlja je pokriva.

I don’t have anyone to give it to.
The one I used to give it to
Is now covered by earth.

Svaka travka u povoju
bar oseća radost svoju,
al’ od mene radost beži
daleko, daleko.
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Every blade of grass on the mountain ranges
Now feels my sorrow.
Happiness is running away from me.
Far away.
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7. Hungarian Dance No. 5

Johannes Brahms, 1833–1897

When we perform these dances, we imagine ourselves playing in Vienna at
Zum Roten Igel (The Red Hedgehog), where Brahms was known often to dine
accompanied by musicians: amongst the smoke and chatter, we bring the dances
back to their Hungarian folk and Gypsy roots, experimenting with their rich tradition
of emotive melodies, daring harmonies and phenomenal technical prowess. This No.
5, part of the ﬁrst 10 of 21 Hungarian Dances published by Brahms in 1869 for piano
duet, which he would have heard Gypsies playing, was in fact originally taken from
the Csárdás ‘Bártfai emlék’ (Memories of Bártfa) by the Hungarian composer Béla
Kéler. We dedicate this with love to Roy Alexander.

8. Jealousy Tango

Jacob Gade, 1879–1963

Tango spread across the world in the 1920s, mixing with local music and dances. The
‘Jalousie Tango Tzigane’ is a favourite worldwide, composed by Danish violinist and
composer Jacob Gade in 1925 and arranged with lyrics and for all kinds of ensembles.
Gade must have been inspired by the melancholic music of Gypsies and its tragic yet
sensuous mood has in turn inspired us to take it back to its Argentine roots.

9. Czárdás

Vittorio Monti, 1868–1922

The Italian violinist Vittorio Monti wrote operettas and ballets but is best-known for his
Czárdás of 1904, a rhapsodic piece inspired by the traditional Hungarian folk dance. It
is performed with wild and spontaneous virtuosity by Gypsy musicians that we know
and respect, whose brilliant talent has dramatically inﬂuenced our playing.
We dedicate this with love to Philip and Chris Carne.

“Telepathic rapport, dazzling virtuosity, serious scholarship, intellectual curiosity
and impeccable musicianship, I defy you not to be mesmerised.”
Richard Morrison of The Times
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Kosmos is a trio of award-winning, international musicians who have
performed worldwide, with live broadcasts on national radio including
BBC Radio and Classic FM. They regularly tour international festivals
(including Poland, Italy, Spain, Greece, Scotland, Channel Islands).
In 2018 acclaimed composer Errollyn Wallen wrote a Triple Concerto
for Kosmos, which was premiered at the Jersey Royal Opera House and
Chichester Cathedral. Their previous album
released by Nimbus, Pomegranate, was
highly acclaimed as ‘a delight from
start to ﬁnish’ by Guy Rickards
of Gramophone Magazine.

“Revelatory… brilliantly
done with style’”
The Telegraph
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